ABSTRACT. The design of mechanisms for building micro-tools can be viewed as
Introduction
The use of homogenization techniques in structural topology and shape optimization led to the development of new methods and efficient algorithms (see for example [ALL 00b], [ALL 97], [ALL 93], [BEN 88]). They are able to capture, on a given mesh, an optimal shape without any restrictions on its topology. However, theoretical results are restricted to compliance -for one or more loading cases -or eigenfrequency optimization. In these cases, particular microstructures are known to be optimal, and they even can be characterized in an explicit way for one loading case or the lower eigenfrequency. Of course, many refinements, purely numerical, have been done to handle more general objective functions. They are oftenly based on the use of fictitious materials (for example "power-law" materials [ROZ 95]), or of sub-optimal materials (for example, obtained by homogenization of a perforated periodic cell).
Among all the possible material properties, choosing a particular subclass of composites gives a partial relaxation of the problem. This subclass must be rich enough to allow a good approximation of the optimal composites, yielding good properties for the numerical algorithms (fast convergence, global minima); on the other hand it must be as explicit as possible for a good efficiency.
The subclass of the sequential laminates of any order is a good candidate: their characterization is done through a small number of parameters. Moreover, their macroscopic properties can be explicitly computed as functions of these parameters, and they are optimal in the particular cases of compliance and eigenvalues ([ALL 00b], [ALL 97], [ALL 93]). A partial relaxation of a shape optimization problem using the sequential laminates have been introduced in [ALL 00a]. In this more general case, the theory is not fully established but efficient numerical algorithms can be shown. A gradient method, with a projection step, have been proposed. It involves the resolution of an adjoint problem and the computation of the objective function gradients with respect to shape variables, i.e. parameters that describe the composites in each point of the domain. We present here a similar approach, modified in order to allow the computation of optimal mechanisms (cf. [SIG 97], [SIG 99] ). This updated algorithm is useful in designing micro-mechanisms (MEMS), etched on small pieces of Silicium. In this type of structures, traditional junctions (like ball-and-socket joint, articulations, springs) cannot be done. Their potential movement is only due to their shape.
Setting of the problem
We consider a bounded domain 
I n the context of shape optimization of mechanisms, the
. By homogenization theory, the relaxed formulation of (1) turns out to be:
with the generalized objective function In particular, it always admits an optimal solution while any composite design is attained as the limit of a sequence of classical designs. This implies that relaxation does not change the problem but makes it well-posed, and that a nearly optimal classical design can easily be recovered from an optimal composite design by a suitable penalization process. There are also many numerical algorithms based on this approach that can be viewed as topology optimization methods (see e.g. 
Partial relaxation
To obtain a tractable formulation, we restrict We introduce a set C D ¡ of sequentially laminated designs, defined by:
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The partial relaxation is:
with the same objective function c e defined by (3). A priori, the existence of a minimizer of the partial relaxation (9) is not guaranteed, which is the main difference with the full relaxation (2). It seems that we have gained very little in replacing the ill-posed problem (1) by another ill-posed problem (9). Nevertheless, loosely speaking the latter is less ill-posed than the former since its integrand has been smoothed or averaged, at least partially, leading to better convexity properties. The question of how much qualitatively the partial relaxation improves on the original formulation is linked to the question of how far from optimal are the microstructures in ¡ g
. As a possible justification of this partial relaxation (9), let us simply recall that in the cases of compliance or eigenfrequency optimization it coincides with the full relaxation. " e¨ 2 h is computed using the local microstructure. If the resolution of (9) is done by finite elements, the design parameters can be chosen piecewise constant. Then, for a given value of , a composite ) the gradient method must be combined with a projection step to satisfy these constraints.
For simplicity we focus on the case of a single load optimization problem. There is obviously no difficulty in extending the previous analysis to multiple loads problems.
Numerical algorithm
We propose a simple gradient algorithm, with a projection step. The descent step is variable but non-optimal, which is more adapted to our applications than a real, more expensive, line-search or conjugate gradient.
1) Initialization of the design parameters ! Y!
(for example, we take them constant satisfying the constraints).
2) Iteration until convergence, for Remark 3: most of the computation time is spent in solving the successive linear elasticity problems by finite elements. If the linear systems are solved by a direct method like Crout factorization, the additional cost due to the computation of the adjoint state is small since the matrix is the same than the one involved in the elasticity problem (and it is already factorized). It is sufficient to calculate a new right-hand side and to solve the system with the previous rigidity matrix.
In 2d problems, a good compromise between precision and computation time is . Therefore, it is not advantageous to use any such composite of intermediate density. Using the modified formula (12) results in a very effective penalization scheme: almost all grey areas in the homogenized design disappear to yield a black and white "penalized" design as can be seen in the following numerical results.
Numerical results
We propose several examples obtained with this numerical algorithm, illustrating its capabilities. In the first and the second one, the computation domain is a square with clamping conditions on the two left corners. . A force is applied in the middle of the opposite edge. According to the direction of this force, we obtain a force inverter ( fig. 1 ) -giving a displacement opposed to the force's direction -or a Displacement multiplier ( fig. 2) -which amplifies the displacement in the direction of the force.
In these examples, as well as in the 3 that follow, a small term is added to the objective function to prevent the algorithm from finding solutions where the part of the boundary supporting the loads is disconnected from the rest of the structure. Typically, on a small zone surrounding the forces' application points, In the third example ( fig. 3) , we want to obtain the global effect of a negative Poisson's ratio, adding reinforcing structures in a given rectangular frame. A possible application of such a device is an efficient embedding mechanism.
In the last results ( fig. 4 and 5) , the domain is clamped on the top and bottom faces and we want the jaws of the grip to clamp when a pressure load is applied on the opposite edge. Figure 5 shows a tridimensional version of the problem shown on figure 4. Remark the slight different topologies of both solutions. 
